Team Information

Name of vehicle: Defender D2.1

Name of vehicle: Digital Vanguard

Return form to: elrob@elrob.org
Name of team leader: Dave Norton
Team Name: Team MED-ENG
Team E-mail: dave.norton@safariland.com
Logo: 

Website: www.med-eng.com
Location: Head Office Canada, satellite offices in United Kingdom
Company: Med-Eng LLC
Address: 2400 St. Laurent Boulevard.
          Ottawa,
          Ontario K1G 6C4
Telephone: +44 7917 752640

Team Description: The MED-ENG Team is composed of a mixture of individuals with a variety of backgrounds; these include research and design, manufacturing, sales and product managing. Two of the team are former bomb technicians having completed a number of operational tours of duty.

The team have participated in previous ELROBs under the Allen-Vanguard (AV) banner but at the time of Eurathlon last
year elements of AV were sold which became Med-Eng LLC.

We intend to show the latest configurations of Digital Vanguard and the Defender D2.1. Both platforms are battery powered and tele-operated. The Vanguard is classified in the small category of ROVs weighing 56 kg and has a superlative tracked drive system complimented by a six DOF arm assembly. The heavier Defender weighs 275 kg, its drive is delivered by six independent electric motors utilising an innovative chassis assembly. Traction is gained via six wheels, as with the Vanguard the Defender has six DOF as standard.

Sponsors:

Selection of scenario:

__ Reconnaissance and surveillance in non-urban environments
__ Transport – repeated shuttling between two camps
X Search and retrieval of human casualties in outdoor environments
X Reconnoitring of building structures
X EOR/EOD/IEDD/CIED (for professionals only!)

Proof of citizenship:: A copy of team leader passport will do (will not be published)!
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